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Bringing Elizabeth Durante to Light
Candles burned in the Blackstone Common Room fireplace I.ong after the candlelight vigil dedicated to Liz last Thursday night.
LILAH. RAPTOPOULOS
OPINIONS EDITOR fine ...25 things about me", a completely
free-form list of 25 ~ things they
Jove. experiences they've had, quirks,
phobias, personal preferences - that
define them. In it, Liz gives us a glimpse
of who she is and was.
where she and seven students planned
to board a plane to Uganda, bringing
humanitarian aid to residents of rural
Kaberamaido.The van was struck on
395 N by an intoxicated Navy officer
stationed in Groton. He was driving
back to the submarine base from Mohe-
gan Sun after ;'-;'ight out and~ according
to his police statement" "four or five
drinks." His car hurried along on the
wrong side of the road with the head-
lights switched off.
[unior Jennifer Blanco was sitting
next to Liz in the Livery Limited van,
and she explained to the New London
Day that she does not remember the
crash itself, just the shouts and wreck-
age afterwards. Stefanie, her father and
another student were driving behind
them. They saw the van flip and Ste-
fanie, herself EMT certified, helped the
other students and the driver out of the
van and into ambulances, where they
were brought to hospitals and treated
for their injuries. Liz, the only student
that could not be reached from under
the wreckage, died at the scene.
But this is not a story about Liz's
death .
Liz Durante lived in the southwest
corner of Blackstone, second floor, in
the only double given to a junior. She
and her best friend Stefanie Hinman
have been roommates since they were
placed together their freshman year.
Stefanie lives there alone now, both
beds still made, both desks stacked with
books, the rug well-vacuumed. "Liz was
the messy one;' she said.
A month before Liz died, she sat down
at her desk to write the wide-spreading
Facebook note which she entitled, "sigh,
5} The concept of Death - specifi-
cally, the eternal, infinite, endlessness
. of it - scares the hell out of me. A/ways
has.
The specifics of this tragedy are
widely known and uncomfortably told.
. On March 7, Liz was killed in a crash
on 395 Non the way to Logan Airport, SEE BRINGING PAGE 4
The Personal Is Political:
A Conversation with Two Civil Rights Veterans
Mardon Walker and Zoharah Simmons converse with student Anna Simonds
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SEE PERSONAL PAGE 3
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crossed when Walker studied
away as an exchange student at
Spelman College, a historically
black university. There, Walker
and Simmons met when they
shared the same dorm. Their
acquaintance soon turned Into
"sit-ins" in effort of desegre-
gating public places. Simmons
was arrested for entering a
segregated restaurant, and
was expelled from Spelman.
She explained in response to a
question from a student panel
that music was her motivation
of getting into, and staying
involved in the Civil Rights
Movement. Music, according to
Simmons, moved people by the
masses with inspiration from
singing spirituals in rallies, to
passionately chanting "free-
dom" on jail busses.
Mardon Walker and Zohara
Simmons did notonly share
their first-hand perspective of
the Civil Rights Movement, but
also disclosed their personal
New Campus Safety Policy
Find out why campus safety is not as present in
the dorms Page 3 There is an activist in all
of us. We all have a trigger
that sparks an uncontrollable
adrenaline rush that moves us
to act. For Mardon Walker '66,
and Zoharah Simmons, Ph.D, a
graduate of Spelman College.
the Civil Rights Movement
during the 1960's set the stage
for their activism during such a
historically paramount time.
These inspiring women
shared their stories in a panel
discussion sponsored by the
student-led seminar under
Professor Uddin and the
Center for Comparative Race
and Ethnicity. Their paths
· .
Whose Watching the Watchmen
Racine Oxtoby offers a review of the
newest flick Page 4
Simmons explained that her
motivation of getting - and
staying - involved in the Civil
Rights Movement was music.
· .
Stewart v. Kramer
See Phil Fritzsche's take on the showdown of
the century Page 8 a life-long friendship through
their joint efforts in the Civil
Rights Movement.
The panel served as an
opportunity for students to
, hear and learn about activism.
While at Spelman, Walker and
Simmons participated in the
· .
Spring has Sprungl
See what Camel sports were doing over
spring break Page 12
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Letter From The Editor
Personal Finance and You
Welcome back everybody. I am not sure about your spring
breaks, but mine was inundated with the news of populist anger
stemming from the more than generous retention bonuses doled
our by AIG,the company that is "too big to fail".While this anger
was warranted (the USgovernment now owns more than 80% of
AIG,meaning we, the people, paid out those bonuses) perhaps our
efforts could be better directed.
Let me explain. Recent media coverage and even the latest gov-
ernment actions have portrayed Wall-Street and greedy lenders as
the only culprits in this situation. But that view is narrower th~n
most people's profit margin these days.
Equally culpable in this situation is the ordinary American who
borrowed beyond their means. Some of these borrowers were
covetous much like the lenders. But many were low-income, first-
time borrowers who didn't know the first thing about mortgages
or interest rates.
Here's where the direction of the populist rage can be re-direct-
ed. Perhaps as opposed to being angry at the lenders who may
have duped these borrowers, we should also be vexed at the bor-
rowers for not being better informed.
Ask yourself: Doyou know how to calculate a mortgage? What
about simple and compound interests? I, for one, don't. So I went
on a mission to see how we can get classes that would teach us
how to here at Connecticut College.
The first thing I found out was that they do, in factteach some
form of personal finance on campus. The class is MATH108,
Mathematics of Money. The class is an introduction to elementary
mathematical concepts relating to finance, and I recommend stu-
dents take it to avoid the path that many borrowers already took.
But what if you cannot get into the class? 'It's limited to 30
students, wasn't offered this semester, and will not be offered next
semester either. •
Worry not. If the desire is there to learn about these basic
concepts, then the resources are willing and able. CELSwould be
a great start, and there are already professors who have alumni
in mind to speak on such topics. But the key point is there has to
be interest on the part of students. Noone is willing to organize a
seminar if they think only one person will come. So I beg you, the
students, to organize and demand a seminar on personal finance.
People have every right to wave pitchforks at AIGand their em-
ployees, but not if they refuse to educate themselves. That folks, is
just bad economics.
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Letters To The Editor
quandary, I am truly baffled.
Please note, that I do not
write this with the intension of
deflating our fellow students'
enthusiasm for activism, but
rather to redirect it to more
admirable environmental
causes.
With concern-to environ-
mentalism around campus,
I would say we have a long
way to go before we can call
ourselves "gt"een-friendly."To
name a few problematic issues:
one could bathe in the steam
of some marathon showers
around campus (without join-
ing any Daoist denomination),
write an Encyclopedia Britan-
nica out of one week's worth
of paper towels of a given bath-
room bin and produce replicas
of all of Ruben's paintings in
one year, with all the paint
we pour down the art depart-
ment's drains.
Dear Editor, one to question what sort of
occasion could warrant this
cost. From what [ have heard
around campus and in the
newspaper, Power Shift did
little in the way of accomplish-
ing any goal with the exception
of raising money and putting
on a hip-hop show (a good one,
but a hip-hop show nonethe-
less.] Advocates of Power Shift
claim the event "raised aware-
ness." I have heard fundraisers
and rally gael's use this term
frequently, but have yet to
truly understand its function
in secluded areas such as park
inlets and college campuses. It
seems to me the only people
the occasion could possibly
have "made more aware" of
GlobalWarming and other
worldly traumas were the
people present at Power Shift!
This fact yields the question:
what good is raising awareness
about natural issues amongst
like-minded individuals at an
environmental rally? Ofthis
Sincerely,
Spencer Sutton '10
I write to express criticism of
last month's Power Shift event.
Myreproach for the Washing-
ton trip stems primarily from
the toll it took not only on our
students monetarily but also
ironically on the environment.
Due to lack of funds, the school
was unable to supply its par-
ticipants with transportation.
This absence forced students
to drive individual vehicles
to Washington and of course,
back to New London. The fuel'
cost alone to the one hundred
plus students who attended
Power Shift must have been
substantial to say the least.
Yet, the more pressing matter
here is the damage it did to the
environment. I imagine about
thirty cars were required to
the transport the students on
their journey and at least two
tanks of gas to fuel each auto.
Such an abhorrent waste of
natural resources provokes
Wewant your pictures
Are you currently enrolled in a photo class? Are you just someone whose
always got their camera with them? The Voice is always looking for pictures,
and we'd love to have yours. Whether it's pictures of a speaker at an event or
just those icicles melting outside your window, send it to us and we'll find
room for it.
All photos should be
submitted to camelphoto@gmail.com
With extensive internship programs, real-world experience and a dynamic
faculty, the Quinnipiac Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT) program
earns high marks from students and educators alike. And now our MAT
program is more affordable than ever, thanks to new incentives that, in
exchange for participation in our internships, can waive tuition for most
of the program. The program is fully accredited by the Connecticut State
Department of Education and nationally accredited by the National
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education.
Master of Arts inTeaching
• Elementary Education
• Secondary Education
Learn more:
www.quinnipia.c.edu
graduate@quinnipiac.edu
1-800-462-1944
QUINNIPIAC UNIVERSITY
Hamden, Connecticut
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New Campus Safety
Policy: Good for Some,
Not for Others
BEN EAGLE & MEGAN
REBACK
EDITOR-iN-CHIEF &
STAFF WRITER
As recently as this semester,
a policy change took place
regarding Campus Safety's
presence in the dorms. Some
upperclassmen may remember
that Campus Safety used to be
much less present in our living
spaces, the college dormi-
tories. Yet, at the beginning
of the fall semester, Campus
Safety seemed to be almost
omnipresent, especially in [A,
Freeman and Johnson.
After listening to many
students' complaints, Campus
Safety is no longer actively
patrolling the dorms. Instead,
they will only be present on
the first floors and active when
Director of Campus Safety,
Stewart Smith noted that
Campus Safety wanted to put
the emphasis back on being
out and around where stu-
dents congregate rather than
being a "disconcerting pres-
ence" in the dormitories.
called. Director of Campus
Safety, Stewart Smith, noted
that Campus Safety wanted
to put the emphasis back on
being out and around where
students congregate rather
than being a "disconcerting
presence" in the dormitories.
This change is not the only
a reaction to students' griev-
ances. According to Campus
Safety, they are "working more
on customer relations" and
"working on a more friendly
bond with the students rather
than policing." Stewart Smith,
Director of Campus Safety is
looking to work towards a mu-
tual bond with the students.
The policy change is a step to-
wards striving to get students
to know Campus Safety out-
side of "something bad going
on" and to get Campus Safety
to know the students outside
of their sometimes-imperfect
actions.
Campus Safety is not present
to simply police, be a judicial
force, or "make students' lives
miserable" at Connecticut
College. The recent changes
emphasize Campus Safety's
multitude of purposes - to
assist, assure our safety.and
create a positive bond between
the students and officers.
But not everyone is happy
with the changes. Campus
Safety's reduced role in the
dorms does not mean a lack of
disciplinary presence within
the residence halls, rather just
a change of that presence. Fill-
ing the void are floor gover-
nors and housefellows.
"If I remember correctly:'
Neil jones, Housefellow of
Freeman said, "the contract
we signed last March didn't
include anything about doing
the majority of lock-outs or
being the first in command for
discipline within the residence
hall:' He continued: "I am not
here to complain, just to ques-
tion, when the amicable phrase
'house fellow' will be dropped
in favor for the increasingly
fitting term 'M".
Reaction amongst the resi-
dents of the houses varied.
"I wish this policy was
around when I was a fresh-
man:' one student wrote in
response to a posting on Conn-
Coli Confessional regarding the
new policy. Another student
posting anonymously wrote,
"The only issue [with the new
policy] is with people who are
too uncomfortable with them-
selves or too inconsiderate to
warn those being loud, or talk
to their [h]ousefellow and,
instead, bitterly call campus
safety right off the bat."
Time will only tell how
students respond to the lack
of authoritarian discipline, but
Jones felt the transition was
too abrupt.
"Going from one extreme to
another is never a smart idea.
Iam not about to try and [give]
a full scale explanation about
what I think needs to be done,
but certainly, changes need to
be made."
The Personal Is Political:
A Conversation with Two Civil
Rights Veterans
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
experiences as young twenty-
something college students,
who were finding their purpos-
es in the world.
Walker reminisced her
experiences as a student of
our college when it was still
all-women. Simmons-on the
other hand, spoke of her child-
hood in a segregated world.
Walker revealed that a chem-
istry professor who was active
in the anti-war movement
served as her inspiration to
become a civil rights attorney.
Simmons, a self-considered
"wornanist" expresses that her
inspiration to pursue a career
as an Islamic scholar was that
she did not want to follow any
social movement, institution,
or organization that oppressed
women's rights.
Jordan and Rocio are members of
the CCSRE394 Seminar and cal-
laborated with other students from
the seminar on this article.
Mardon Walker and Zoharah Simmons
Lights Out
•
.- •• '.• • • ••• , ••• • • • •..~ .-•• •• •
At 8:30 PM on Saturday, March 28 Connecticut College shut off their lights to raise aware-
ness about the need for climate change. President Leo Higdon Jr. supported the project.
"Our students are committed to environmental issues, and I am pleased to support them in
this important initiative," he said in a press release earlier this week. "Connecticut College
has a long history of environmental education and activism. Participating in Earth Hour sup-
ports our commitment to sustalnabllity,"
Earth Hour, specifically, is a global initiative sponsored by the World Wide Fund for Nature,
where individuals, businesses and governments turn off their lights to show their support
for action in regard to climate change. In 2008, more than 50 million people, including an
estimated 36 million in the U.S. participated in Earth Hour.
Students braved the wind and rain to gather on the green for a candlelight demonstration
in addition to shutting off their lights. Shielding the flickering flames, students created the
number "60" (pictured above) to represent each minute the lights were off .
professors, past-employers, as
well as their fellow students
and alumni, says Browne. She
also reminds students that "the
path that unfolds before you
may not be exactly what you
had planned it to be. I know
ambiguity can be scary, but
stay flexible and open to the
different opportunities that
may come your way:' .
At a recent Dessert and
Dialogue, President Higdon
advised students in much the
same vein. "Don't be afraid to
explore and don't be afraid to
start over:' He recommended
that students participate in
.Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Job Market?
KATE KOLENDA
STAFF WRITER
The snow has melted and
the campus is looking greener
every day. Students can sense
that warmer days are quickly
approaching, but for many this
year, this seasonal excitement
is tinged with anxiety.
It is an unfortunate fact
that we are llving in uncertain
times. The U.S. economy, as
well as the global markets,
are floundering, and we are
still entangled in a number
of aggressive foreign engage-
ments. The post-election high
has evaporated and the reality
of a new and somewhat ex-
perimental administration has
come into being.
Although many facets of
daily existence have become
inconstant, time marches on.
The final day of classes for this
semester is less than six weeks
away, and life devoid of school
is quickly solidifying.
For most seniors, this means
it is time to find a job. Although
the notion of young people
searching for work is not new,
it is one that strikes a particu-
larly high level offear in many
students this year.
Luckily, Connecticut Col-
lege's staff and faculty are
aware of students' angst, and
they are eager to alleviate
it with practical advice and
involved assistance.
julia Browne, a CELS coun-
selor here at Conn, strongly
encourages students to use the
school's closely-knit networks,
"in a goodeconomy, 65 to
70 percent of jobs are found
through some type of network-
ing, and that number only
increases in weaker economic
times." It is important for
work-seeking students to talk
to as many people as possible,
including their family, friends,
volunteer activities because
they "give interviewers a
sense of who you are and what
distinguishes you." He also
stressed the importance of a
broad knowledge of foreign
cultures. as this can create
many opportunities.
Even though this may be a
time and a topic that makes
students want to mentally shut
down and pay attention to any-
thing else, President Higdon
urged students to keep their
heads about them.
"You don't learn anything by
talking ...you get ahead if you
listen."
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B.ringing Elizabeth Durante to Light
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
I
1} I have never felt as passionate or
as charged by anything the way I am
about medicine.
At Connecticut College, Liz was a
psychology major on the pre-med track,
a co-captain of the Uganda Project, of
the CCEMSclub and of the Covenant
Shelter after-school program in New
London. According to her friends, teach-
ers and family, this was simply part of
her nature.
"In high school, Liz did everything,"
said sophomore Sarah Spiegel, who also
attended Friends Academy in Locust
Valley, Long Island. "We'd have weekly
assembly, and every week, like clock-
work she was up there trying to get
people come help out with community
service."
Liz was on the West Islip Fire Depart-
ment's rescue squad as an Emergency
Medical Technician, trained to provide
pre-hospital, on-site emergency care. At
her wake, the fire department posi-
tioned their ladders in a triangle fram-
ing the entrance of the church. Hun-
dreds of community members attended.
"It was beautiful," Stefanie said. "We
were joking that if she was there she
wouldn't have been in the building with
us crying, she would have been sitting
on the lawn with the fire trucks, with
the lights going, thfnking it was the
coolest thing in the world:'
Her voice sped up. "She got so excited
about things that had to do with EMS or
medicine. Like, flip-out."
'At the funeral they kept comparing
her to jesus," said Spiegel. "You know
h9W you have hobbies you do in your
spare time? In her spare time, she liked
to help people. I swear, she was Jesus,
man." .
4) I don't know celebrities names,
nor do I recognize actors/actresses,
but people like Dr. Paul Farmer are
my heroes.
Liz did not simply join clubs on cam-
pus - she thought of ideas and material-
ized them, from the CCEMSprogram
that is now in its third semester to the
Uganda trip itself. She was preparing
for this particular trip for months in
advance, such was her nature. One night
Stefanie fell asleep to Liz on her com-
puter and woke up to find her in the
same place.
"Did you sleep?" she asked her,
"No, but I ordered discount Ibuprofin!
It'll be in your mailbox soon!".
Said Stefanie, "I didn't even think, we
should probably start thinking about
ordering medication, but she was there
and she did it before Ieven got up in the
morning. She was the aggressive one:'
"I will never forget how excited Liz
got when a shipment of anti-fungal
cream for the trip to Uganda arrived
'a few weeks ago," wrote senior Karen
Ladr on the memorial website. "Her
passion for helping others was palpable
and the energy she brought to everyone
she was around will be missed."
19} [occasionally am struck with
the strong, impulsive urge to drop
everything and explore.
Liz wanted to learn through doing,
through patient interaction rather than
studying from a textbook. She had dif-
ficulty sitting still in a classroom, due
more to her impatience with academia's
lengthy pencil-before-scalpel require-
ments than her disinterest in science.
"She wanted to go out in the world to do
medicine," said Stefanie. "I know it was
frustrating for her to have to go to class
and do homework when she didn't want
to be just talking about things. She'd
rather be doing them."
Psychology professor joe Schroeder
had her in two of his classes, the most
recent a current course called Sensation
and Perception.
"Liz was wearing her reflective EMT
jacket when I last talked to her," he
said. "We talked in the past on several
occasions about her EMT experience
. and desire to become a physician. The
medical aid mission to Uganda provided
her with hands-on clinical experience
in which she could make an immediate
.difference in peoples lives.
"She would have made an excellent
physician in the truest sense of the
profession:'
Zl} [will pay good money to see'
bad movies -It's actually something I
enjoy Immensely.
The feeling around campus is one of
loss and confusion and reevaluation, of
anger, and behind it all a small sense
of inadequacy. A student in the library
came up to me after hearing I was writ-
ing a piece on Liz, and said, "It seems
like I've done nothing in my life next to
this girl."
But Liz was perhaps a part-time jesus,
and this, interestingly enough, may be
the most attractive part of her story.
She did it all, but she liked to sleep
and watch Family Guy sometimes. She
switched between these two selves con-
stantly, essentially forming them into a
unique one. Sophomore Laura Koroski
put it most eloquently in her memorial
post by bringing us into a nightly din-
ner: "One moment she'd say something
so witty and sarcastic that the whole
table couldn't control their laughing,
and the next she'd be talking about how
fascinating it was to work with home-
less kids at covenant:'
Liz was a person with a contagious
laugh, a spontaneous spirit, a strong
sense ofloyalty, and, as Stefanie recalled
confidently, a bad sense of humor.
"I don't know if you want to put that
in the article, but she did, she laughed
at little kid jokes. She thinks that ducks
and cows are hilarious."
On weekend nights, Liz and Stefanie
would pick out the strangest foreign
film they could find. Their favorite
movie, Bandits, about a woman's rock
group that formed in prison in Germany,
is available in the library. Stefanie now
has a copy of her own.
11} I have an extremely addictive
personality - but am entirely straight
edge.
The summer after her sophomore
year, Liz left her house on ambulance
duty to respond to a cardiac arrest .
While driving to do CPR on a stopped
heart, she failed to see a sofa that had
been left in the middle of the road
before her by drunk teenagers in her
neighborhood. Liz swerved to miss the
sofa and hit a rock, totaling her car, this
time physically unharmed.
The saddest part of Liz's death, the
part that makes it a true tragedy, is
not that she died, but the irony of how.
Liz lived in the substance free dorm
on campus. Her personal life had been
heavily and negatively impacted by
drinking and she did not want to feed
into it herself.
In her room that night, surrounded
by Liz's things, Stefanie spoke of the
long-term hopes from the campus com-
munity. Her voice was light.
"I'm sure this kid didn't want to kill
anybody;' she said, "but he probably
also knew when he got in the car drunk
that he was taking a risk. So I really
would like if people looked at this' and
sort of reevaluated their decisions and
realized that [Liz] had this amazing life.
She was happy, and did these amazing
things.
"It would be nice for kids at Conn if
the next time they thought about get-
ting in the car when they're drunk that
they remember this:'
And here is the heart of it, the most
selfless part of it, the action behind
their firm belief that a patient is a
patient is a patient: the ideal goal of Liz
and Stefanie's program is to provide the
school with certified EMT's on call to
help students who have overdosed on
Thursday and Saturday nights.
Said Stephanie, "Her last conversa-
tion with our friend Glenn Marmon was
about how, in EMS, sometimes you have
the drunk driver in the ambulance, and
how frustrating it can be, because no
matter bow you feel about what they've
done, you provide the best medical care
you can to them, and nothing less."
9) Myfriends are unique, wonder-
ful, interesting individuals - without
whom, I wouldn't be who I am today.
It's the little things, like Liz's tooth-
brush, that hit Stefanie as she deals with
losing her best friend. But day-to-day,
she is standing tall, attending meetings,
smiling at people between classes and
making sure Liz's legacy will perma-
nently outlive her physical self.
"Part of the EMT training," she said,
"is that when there are things that need
to be done, no matter how awful it
might be, you don't deal with your emo-
tions. If EMTs started crying every time
they walked into something that was
really sad or really awful, we wouldn't
get our jobs done. There still is a lot that
needs to be done.
"But that's the EMT training," she
continued, "that you don't break down
until you're alone in your room and no
one needs anything from you."
According to Counseling Services
director Janet Spoltore, everyone can
find personal ways to grieve sincerely
and appropriately without letting it
overtake their life.
"The most important things are to
keep yourself healthy, get good sleep,
eat well, recognize your limitations, ask
for help, get support and talk, talk, talk
to people," she said.
She gave methods' of grieving: some
write their thoughts, look at pictures,
give themselves time limits to grieve,
or just allow themselves to cry. Many of
those who didn't know her are likely go-
ing through a reevaluation process.
Said Spoltore, "professional help can
be very useful as a process to help you
look in a realistic way at what you can
do and what you can't do. And we are
here."
With the return from spring break
came students fitting easily back
into their daily routine, but with an
underlying tension of untied strings
and an unacknowledged weight. This
weight is releasing slowly as Liz is be-
ing more openly acknowledged. The
Vagina Monologues last weekend was
dedicated to Liz's work, SGAclosed on
Thursday night in a moment of silence
and the psychology department has es-
tablished a permanent memorial to her
memory. Blackstone had a candlelight
vigil, and a student explained that when
Stefanie spoke, everybody cried.
On Friday, April 3, there will be a cam-
pus wide memorial for Liz at 6 PM in
the 1962 room. It will focus on her life
as a community servant and as a friend.
Go forth and move mountains - God
. knows, I will...
-Liz
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2009 ELIZABETH BABBOTT CONANT INTERDISCIPLINARY CONFERENCE ON THE ENVIRONMENT
Schedule:
Friday April 3rd, 2009
Evans Hall, Cummings Arts Center
Keynote I and Session I, "Definition of the
Problem": 12:30 PM - 5:00 PM
Keynote 2 : 7:30 PM
Saturday April 4th, 2009
Evans Hall, Cummings Arts Center
Session II, "Responses to Scarcity: Science,
Activism, and Policy": 9:00 AM· 12:00 PM
Session Ill, "Propects.for Conflict Resolution
and Cooperation": 1:30 PM - 5:00 PM
Find more information on who's speaking
. and their topics at http://ccbes.conncoIJ.edu/
Come learn about the issues conflicts and
solutions pertaning to global water scarcity! .
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At the March 26 Assembly
Meeting, the SGA:
• Lee Hisle, Vice President
for Information Services, and
Bruce Carpenter, Director of
Technical Support, made a
presentation about moving
students to gmail as well as the
possibility of discontinuing the
STC Long Distance Telephone
Program on room phones.
Email addresses would keep
the "conncoll" domain name
and gain around 7 GB of space.
Hopes are that the campus
will move to gmail before Fall
2009. Around 31 colleges are
moving to it, including Oberlin,
Vassar, and Tufts. For the Long
Distance Telephone Program,
the campus utilization rate is a
mere 6 percent, and a compari-
son between this month to the
same month last year is down
A •Last Week at SGA...In Brief. .
25 percent. This would save
approximately $3,200 a year.
The Assembly supported both
initiatives.
• President Higdon spoke to
the Assembly about our state
in the economic climate and
how we have been faring as
far as financial aid and annual
giving. The comprehensive fee,
which was set at 3.5 percent
increase,thelovvestincrease
in almost forty years. He also
answered any questions or
concerns from students includ-
ing the status of the science
center, and the cost of studying
abroad.
• Campus Safety Director
Smith remarked about "tag-
ging" graffiti, which has been
occurring around campus. As
far as thefts, he said two have
been caught and are currently
going through a process.
• Harris Rosenheim and the
four class presidents [Nick
Downing '09, Amy Towne,
'10, Seamus Joyce '11, and
Michael Dooley '12) made a
presentation about changing
the purpose of class council
and roles of those elected.
There will now be a "Class
President" Handbook, like the
Senator's handbook. There
were also changes made to
the C-book. This will allow
students interested in running
for Class Council to know more
about what the job entails. The'
changes passed.
• Pat Wallace brought forth a
Post Consumer Recycled Paper
proposal regarding having
an option for students to pay
a few cents more to use 100
percent recycled paper in the
library. A pilot project ran last
fall and was highly success-
ful. It was not voted on at the
meeting, but will be presented
for a vote in coming weeks.
• Ashley Clinton, Keith
Farrell, and Michael Dooley
brought forth a "Satisfactory j
Unsatisfactory" proposal, re-
garding the fact that professors
are informed when a student
decides to take a class for
satisfactory junsatisfactory. A
student still must submit class
assignments and "passing"
requires a grade of C- or above.
The concern was brought
forward that having professors
know throughout the semes-
ter may cause them to treat
students differently. A vote was
tabled until a future meeting .. ,
• Keith Farrell '09 and Claire
Gould '10 brought forward
a resolution to change the
honors study. Currently, if an
honor's study student receives
below an A~,their thesis is
reduced to an "independent
study" on their transcript. The
resolution was brought for'
ward to have students instead
sign up for a "senior thesis"
which would then be promoted
to an "honor's thesis" if they
were to receive an A- or above.
It was tabled for an upcoming.
For more information,
please email Claire Gould, the
SGAPresidential Associate, or
check the SGAwebsite (sga.
connco1/.edu) next week for
the complete minutes.
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The College Voice will be publishing a
"Open House" special edition for the
upcoming Admitted Student weekends.
All departments and student clubs are
welcome to submit advertisements to
ccvoice@conncoll.edu for a flat rate of
$15 an ad.
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Sudoku of the Week
Easy
5 7 8 9
8 1 6 2 3 9 7
4 3
6 3 9 7
1 2
8 5 6 4
7 9
9 7 6 3 4 2 8
4 3 9 1 Tufts
UNIVERSITY
Summer plans? Look no further,
TUFTS SUMMER SESSION 2009
First Session May 20-June 26, 2009
Second Session June 3D-August 7, 2009
Twelve-Week Session May 20-August 7, 2009
>Over 250 day and evening classes
>Affordable Tuition
>Convenient Subway Access
Your summer starts here.
http://ase.tufts_edu/summer
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CELEBRATING LIZ DURANTE
I will never forget Liz's laugh. I
will surely miss her laugh echo-
ing down the hall and making
me smile. Even though I knew
her for a short while In the whole
grand scheme of things, I will
never forget her, as she touched
my life and many other peoples'
lives.
,
Posted .by: Grace Gunderson
I remember one time she called
me over break, bursting with the
story of how she spent her new
year's on call with some guy rnak-
Ing sure he didn't have a heart
attack, as his family watched the
ball drop In the next room over.
I couldn't fit a single word In, for
minutes.
I've been looking forward to when
Liz became a doctor ever since;
she was so Intense and Incredu-
lous; I was depending on her to
have more of those stories, for a
long time. II's wonderful that she
accomplished so much, but heart-
breaking to think of how much
more she was going to do.
Posted by: Owen Raccuglla
When you live in Blackstone, you live in a family; it's
unlike any other house. It is no exaggeration that every-
one knows everyone. Doors are open, dorm events and
house council meetings are packed, and students talk
to one another instead of quietly avoiding eye contact
in hallways. In my experience, it was a wonderful place
to live. Sophomore year I was Blackstone's Senator and
a Student Advisor when I met the incoming freshman
class and Liz Durante. Though I moved out by junior
year, I still feel a part of the Blackstone community.
In those years, Liz and her roommate, Stefanie Hin-
man, created an EMT student club on campus and had
worked to set up training courses and collaborate with
Campus Safety to have EMT responders at emergencies.
This is how I knew who to go to the night I severely
burned myself in an art class. Last year, I had been
working late into the night in Cummings on a project
for my Mold Making and Casting class.Things were
progressing until I suddenly spilled 400 degree purple
sculpting wax across the back of my hand and thumb.
After running it under water and scraping off the wax
- which had attached to my skin - it still felt as though
the wax was on me, burning me. I knew I needed medi-
cal attention and though I didn't live in Blackstone at
the time, both Liz and Stef tended to me that night and
saved me from my excruciating pain.
In recent articles and announcements, I feel that
there has been an emphasis on Liz's work overseas in
Uganda. I want to emphasize that this drive to make a
difference and to help people did not stop upon return
to the United States. I also want to recognize Liz for ev-
erything she valued, which was her friends, roommates,
neighbors, and fellow "Blackstoners."
So to my friends in the Blackstone community (both
residents and friends): recovering from the death ofa
friend is hard, and when its one of your own family it
feels even harder. Remember that you are a unique and
safe community and are especially fortunate to have
each other during this time. Stay strong.
Ashley Clinton '09
I just remembered the time, freshmen
year, when one of the a capella groups
was selling singing valentines, and
I said how embarrased I would be to
get one of those, so she bought me
eight! We waited all night with all of her
friends for my "personal concert", and
while they were singing, she stood on
her desk chair and "conducted", try-
ing to make them laugh and forget the
words. .
Posted by: Stefanie Hinman
Words cannot describe how
deeply Elizabeth will be missed
by this world that admired
and loved her so much, I met
her during our CSR meetings
together and how passionately
she spoke of her Uganda trip
and how she was looking for-
ward to going. I loved and share
her passion for helping others
and glad I had the pleasure to
see that passion in her eyes
and have met such'an amazing
human being. I aspire to one
day like Elizabeth to change the
world like she said "one day at
a time" and now I will carry her
with me every time I am doing
something to help someone
else. The Connecticut College
campus will not be the same
without her, but she will never
be forgotten. My prayers go out
to everyone affected by this
loss.
Posted by: Yalissa Cruz
Please join the campus community in the 1962 room this Friday at 6 PM
for a memorial service to honor Liz's life
Photo at top: Liz with Stefanie Hinman on their trip to Uganda in the Spring of 2008
Photo above: Liz with Melissa Fernanda after buying one item at each restaurant on Fast Food R
All Photos donated by Stephanie Hinman ow
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Conn, Classed
•
JACQUI:S SWARTZ
CONTRIBUTOR
At the last SGAmeeting
before the break, a proposal
,:,as raised' for a student post-
tton descrIbed as the Financial
Aid Liaison. Part of a broader
initiative by FinAid and the
Office of Equity [maybe?],
the Financial.Aid Liaison
would help guide students
through the often labyrinthine
paperwork and numbers-
parsing that mar the federal
aid process. In offering her
support for the project, Leidy
Valencia mentioned how this
would be a boon to the "nearly
forty percent" of students who
were here on some amount ~
of Financial Aid. This stirred
something, and I found myself
noting in my response how OUf
school had only fortY percent
of its students on financial
aid, and, still then, they were
a tight-lipped minority The
debate continued from there,
and, relative merits and draw-
backs of the proposal aside,
something very interesting
occurred: Senators and As-
semblymen, myself included,
found ourselves tripping over
pronouns when considering
beneficiaries: 'This would be
helpful to them ...this could.
be of great service to us ...We
should consider difficulties
for their/our ..:' and so on.
. Nobody knew quite how to
situate this population of Aid
students, a proper minority in
Its own right, in a tactful but
accurate manner. The last great
elephant in the Conn room
had appeared, pressuring for
acknowledgment.
In my brief tenure here,
our Campus has gone through
stressful if often cathartic pub-
lic discoursing on nearly all of
the major divisors that threat-
en to split us up. The campus
saw a rash of hate crimes in
2006 which prompted out-
pouringsof indignation and
consternation alike on the role
and acceptance of our LGBTQ
community. John Swig pub-
lished a satiric article in poor
taste, found himself roundly
vilified, and we went to wrestle
with the meaning of "Bitch".
Welbith Mota, for as long as he
can write with one hand or the
other, ensures that questions
of Race and Belonging never
stray from our consideration
in act and thought. Even non-
drinkers confronting drinkers
at our Alcohol Conversations
underscores and explores di-
versity in nighttime lifestyles.
And when widespread vandal-
ism struck the Plex and fingers
flew toward the Hockey Team,
frank conversations emerged
about the gulf separating our
student-athletes. It seems
we've courageously - if not
always evenhandedly - gone
forward towards considering
the Big Questions of diversity
.here - except for one.
Here's a question you're
probably already sick of:
How was your Spring Break?
Here're Some better questions:
Did you go anywhere? Was it
a vacation? Was it a working
vacation? Did you go skiing
in Vale? Did you go windsurf-
ing in Acapulco? Did you go
to work for your uncle, the
It seems we've
courageously-if not
always evenhandedly-
gone forward towards
considering the Big Questions
of diversity here-
except for one.
dentist, a few hours a week?
Or did you go back to fill in for'
the busboy at Wienstein's, you
know, just to help out the man-
ager? Or did you help your Dad
assemble Murphy beds 'cause
he'd just laid off his partner?
Or did you put in three times
your normal hours at the
liquor store in Bridgeport, or
the Ray's Pizza·in Yonkers, or
the TGIF in Clifton? Where'd
you get that tan? On the beach?
On the site? And you've got
new shoes! What a lovely a
new bag! Oh but those're your
brother's? You don't say!
And so on.
How was your break turns
out to be a pretty loaded ques-
tion - but believe that there
are wrong answets on all sides ..
Been following coverage of the
crazed AIGBonuses scandal?
The US Government gave boat-
loads of taxpayer rescue cash
to one of the insurance giants
that felled our economy, then
weeks later it comes out the
giant's given over millions in
bonuses to their highest-paid
execs. Backlash is, of course,
now rampant, as the govern-
ment and the giant hustle to
quell the 'populist outcry' that
has included everything from
death threats to scorn-monger-
ing bus tours of AIGexec man-
sions. Interesting things you
notice in the reporting, though,
are some place names you
might be familiar with. Like,
the AIG division under fire has
a base in Wilton, Conn. Like,
their execs have homes and
families not just in Wilton, but
in New Canaan, or in Green-
wich, or in Darien. These are
familiar places to us because
there are not a small number
of Conn students, Conn staff,
and Conn benefactors who
come from these communities.
And these are familiar compa-
nies because we have are not a
small number of Conn students
whose family members are
boldface names in the world of
corporate finance. This is what
tumult in the recession means
to Us.
When prospective students
ask me about our regrettable
yet persistent reputation as a
playground for the wealthy, my
response is always the same:
on campus, we are all equal.
At Conn, you rise and fall on
the strength of your charisma,
your dedication, your achieve-'
merits, and your integrity. I've
known the superpopular poor
and the maligned wealthy,
both. I've seen public school
kids outgun boarder alums in
classroom debates and MV-
summering debutantes show
more sensitivity and compas-
sion than beleaguered blue-
collar upstarts. The old Lines
have ways of admirably fading
in the face of our collectivity,
something for which we should
be thankful. But when Spring
Break comes and it's time to
make plans for the timeshare,
Equality fails.
Class a question on the
verge of coming to a very seri-
ous head here at Conn. In the
Big Wide, conspicuous con-
sumption is falling very quickly
out of favor-but what about .
in a world where every third
car in the lot is a German-made
luxury coupe? Have students
returned more shameful of
their time spent at the factory,
or in the Antilles? Whose flight
plans were hastily refunded in
light of some troubling news
from Dad? Who's started see-
ing check-free well-wishing
cards from grandparents out
fortunes thanks to Madoff?
Who may not be here next year
at all? Money is going to rend
us, whether we talk about it or
not. So, what then? Is it best
to keep quiet like we've been
doing? Or-has the time come to
discourse again?
My Life as a
Zombie
RACINE OXTOBY
STAFF WRITER
Last year, I missed out on
playing in the first game of
Humans vs. Zombies orga-
nized for Conn. I had to sit
and watch my zombie friends
chomp human flesh, wage
all-out battles in front of the
library, and stake out Cro
for any lollygaggers hiding
inside. Everyone looked like
they were having a rollicking
good time.
Meanwhile, I was miser-
able. I felt like I'd missed out
on something awesome and
spontaneous and exciting.
Granted, I got to spend a lot
of this time lounging out on
Larrabee Green during the
excellent weather we were
having at the time, probably
reading a good book to pass
the time and patting myself
on the back for finally getting
out of my room.
But 1promised myself that
the next time the game was
played, I was going to be one
the first people to sign up.
I didn't have to wait long
- the next game was played
the following week. How-
ever, it wasn't quite like I
had expected. It may have
had something to do with
the game officially starting
a day later than anyone had
expected, or the arguments
started over vaccine distribu-
tions almost from the start.
I'm sure a good deal of it had
to do with many of my friends
actually getting injured in
various ways, some of them
hilarious in retrospect.
I think the problem with
the second go-around was
the seriousness of it all. The
first game was great because
. of its simplicity. It started
quickly, it ended quickly. The
second game took too long to
start, aggravating everyone's
nerves and spiking their
paranoia, and people who
had played two consecutive
games were probably grow-
ing tired.
The third game, played last
semester and beginning on
Halloween night, also seemed
to lack the spontaneity of the
first game (although if two
zombies stalking me outside
of Olin and jumping out while
I was leaving Screenwriting
isn't spontaneous, I don't
know what is). The game's
storyline, giving the lingering
humans a quest to follow dur-
ing their dying days, seemed
awesome at the start, but
location complications took
center stage on at least one
mission, which ended with
the arrival of Campus Safety.
But, please, I hope I'm not
being too negative on the
game. Humans vs, Zombies,
or HVZ, is one of the best
ways to get to know your
school and your fellow team-
mates. I found many back
paths from my dorm to Harris
to be both effective and au-
tumnal. I got to know all the
best ways to get in and out
of my dorm. It also gave me
an excuse to wake up early in
the morning, SOthat I might
make it to my classes before
the mad rush of students
passing between buildings
gave me away.
As a zombie, I found my-
self really appreciating the
freedom to walk around my
campus without looking over
my shoulder every five sec-
onds - trust me, humans are
incredibly paranoid from the
start, keeping their schedules
safe and their trips to the
bathroom brief. When you
letgo of that paranoia, it's
refreshingly liberating. I had
fun coordinating stake-outs
with fellow zombies, includ-
ing one outside of Harris with
the mission to capture an
elusive freshman human, only
to find that he had escaped
only moments before.
When playing, it's impor-
tant to remember that it's
only a game, so never forget
to have fun. Don't take it too
seriously - I know a number
of players, Including myself,
who tend to let loose their
inner douche bag when play-
ing, so don't let the game get
to your head too much. Don't
refuse to hang out with your
friend just because you're a
human and he's a zombie-
while the game is set up as
a what-if scenario in case
zombies come to attack Conn,
it is somewhat comforting to
know that human and zombie
relationships may one day be
a possibility. And don't quit
the game if you've become a
zombie - getting zombified
is only the second chapter to
your gameplay.
If you're looking for a way
to feel motivated and ener-
gized, or if you like tactics
and the thrill of the hunt, or
if you just have a craving for
human flesh, then I highly
recommend signing up for
the next game of HVZ, set to
start on April 3.
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PHIL FRITZSCHE
CONTRIBUTOR
Shenanigans, all around.
Apparently, it's the word of
the night for Jon Stewart and
Jim Cramer: For those of you
unaware, a few weeks ago
there was a media skirmish
between Stewart and CNBC
when Stewart called one of
their analysts, Rick Santelli, out
for an inflammatory comment.
Santelli had blamed everyday
men and women for not know-
ing how to predict the current
housing market situation when
his network, a collection of
financial analysts and experts,
did not catch many of the cur-
rent market-issues, Naturally,
CNBC retaliated,
The network pulled out
all their guns as a score of
financial analysts mocked Jon
Stewart for doing what he does
best: making sure everyone
knows about their mistakes,
It was not long before Jim
Cramer, an obnoxiously bois-
terous analyst and host of the
television show Mad Money,
emerged at the head of the
CNBCfight. Stewart decided
to take the bait and set up an
interview with Cramer,
Little did Cramer know, this
was going to be far from a run
of the mill interview, This was
OPINION
Stewart vs. Cramer
going to be an onslaught, and
he was to bear the brunt of it,
Cramer was under attack for
just shy of 30 minutes as Stew-
art not only threw him into the
fire, but dropped more wood
on top as well.
There was more to this
interview than Stewart grill-
ing Cramer for the sake of
it, though, This was Stewart
standing up for everyone who
does not have 29 years of expe-
rience as a financial analyst.
He was doing what reporters
should have been doing for
years while the current eco-
nomic maelstrom was brewing.
Stewart made one key argu-
ment during the show about
CNBC's constant mistakes and
cover-ups: "The difference
is not good call, bad call; the
difference is real market and
unreal market." OUf market is
sold to the public, primarily
by financial organizations like
CNBC,as having this unreal
quality to it: you can just put
your money away and it will
grow! You'll make 10 to 20%
per year, every year, and all you
have to do is leave it sitting in
your pension plans and your
401(k)'s, and of course there
is no worry or risk because it's
danger free; there is clearly
no chance of you losing any
money.
I beg this of any readers
out there: go ask your parents,
your friends, your relatives,
and Joe Shmoe walking down
the street if this is really the
case, Nowadays, you're not
going to get anywhere near the
answer CNBCwould appar-
ently expect, People are start-
ing to wake up and smell the
coffee, and it's time that CNBC
realized that.
The truth of the matter
is that there is a backdoor in
He was"doing what report-
ers should have been doing
for years while the current
economic maelstrom was
brewing,
your pension plans, There is
this "real" market that, for all
intents and purposes. goes on
behind closed doors, This is
where money is trading hands
in absurd quantities and in
fast-paced and risky ways, and
it's also where your 10 to 20%
is being made, or now more
commonly your 50 to 75% is
lost.
Stewart believes it is "dan-
gerous, it's ethically dubious,
and it hurts that long-term
market, and what it feels like
to us ... is that we are capita liz-
ing your adventure," All of this
trade is going on thanks to the
money from our supposedly
safe 401(k)'s, And guess what
the worst part of it all is: CNBC
goes on the air, every night,
pretending that this does not
happen,
Analysts like Cramer host
their shows giving advice. One
day they say "Buy, buy buy!"
and two days later, when their
mistake has been revealed,
they walk back out saying "Y~,u
know, I'm sorry, I was wrong,
as if it's alright to do this all
over the place, as if people's
retirements aren't at stake.
Stewart puts it best when
he points out that "it's not a
f**king game," Wall Street is
betting with our money, and '
organizations like CNBC are
covering it up, They are not ,
simply ignoring the facts;
they're in bed with the banks
and the investment firms that
are doing this,
Cramer pointed out that
CEOs come on his show and
lie, as if he couldn't be blamed
for any mistakes because of
it. Since when does a reporter
simply check one source and
say it's ok? Cramer, rather
than actually doing his job and
trying to uncover what's really
going on, chooses to stand by
idly and act the unknowing
bystander,
Here's the thing, though:
if he is going to claim to be a
financial expert, running com-
mercials saying "In Cramer We
Trust," how can he possibly
get away with not doing his
research to the utmost degree?
I don't know about you, but
I don't understand why we
should trust someone who
doesn't even do his job and
check his facts before trying to
pawn off bad 'information on
the unknowing masses.
These news organizations
need to stand up and do their
part, The regulators do their
best, but the reality is that a
company like CNBC could eas-
ily become a force to be reck- .
oned in the financial world,
Rather than letting this unreal
market live on, they could eas-
ily stand up and say no,
Stewart pointed out we
need to stop merely following
the letter of the law and start
makingsure we are follow-
ing the intent of the law, An
organization like CNBC could
easily put the real markets on
the hot seat and spread the
truth about what's going on,
• It's all about making informed
decisions, and it's time that the
company that claims to know
the most about them actually
de·livers. •
Feminists Miss the Point: Gender
and Climate Change
ANDREW IRWIN
COLUMNIST
One month ago at Power-
shift 2009 Van Jones exclaimed
that the new green economy, of
which he is a founding vision-
ary, is not truly green if it does
not guarantee equal pay for
equal work. It is not a green
economy if Jane the solar panel
installer still makes 70 cents
for every dollar Joe the solar
panel installer makes; if the
upper echelons of industry and
politics are still be reserved
for men, Despite the gender/
environment connection, few
feminism activists discuss it,
and even fewer make that con-
nection their focus.
My last article discussed
the need fat a more inclusive
environmental movement at
Connecticut College and while
I included many social activ- .
ism or cultural awareness
groups, I left out one of the
most important: the feminists,
While the regular attendance
of a Feminist Majority meeting
is not very large, those believ-
ing in or less actively seeking
gender equity compose a far
larger group,
In the same vein as my call
for these groups to link up .
with climate activism, both
feminist and climate move-
ments will benefit greatly from
each other's crosspollination of
ideas and perspectives, From
population growth, to water or
food access, to pathways out of
poverty, the future will not be
inclusive without such.dis-
course between movements ..
As long as they simply
work for gender equity and
not make the connection to
environmental issu'es, femi-
nists are missing the point and
ultimately will negate any or
all of their actions, If feminism
focuses on equal pay for equal
work without challenging the
dirty economy, good intensions
will continue a spiral of pov-
erty, environmental vulnerabil-
ity and destruction for most
women. If feminism focuses
on reaching out to women in
developing countries without
understanding how these peo-
ples will be affected by climate
change, short-term gain will
yield to long-term devastation,
Climate change is widely
known to affect the most
impoverished the greatest, no
matter where or how they live,
70 per cent of impoverished
people are women or girls,
Not only will climate change
fall on the shoulders of the
most impoverished, it will fall
mainly on our mothers, sisters
and daughters, Changes in
local precipitation will make
it more difficult for women
to gather water or to produce
food, Rising costs of food
as the world becomes "hot,
flat and crowded" will affect
women first. Direct and indi-
rect effects of climate change
will drastically affect women
around the world and push
them further down towards
poverty or death,
As I have described, femi-
nism and climate activism are
not exclusive of each other, To
truly identify with one is to '
truly identify with the-other,
and to seek a positive trans-
formation towards climate
solutions and gender equity,
We are at a point in history
where old economic models
are being challenged by fairer,
more sustainable economic
models, The green economy
is emerging as the leader, as it
also encompasses matters of.
equity, There is however, less
discussion than is needed on
how to make the new economy
equitable for all genders,
Without input from the
feminist movement, climate
, change solutions may inad-
vertently fail to achieve such
equity,
The green economy will
inevitably transform every
aspect of our society to heing
sustainable, It is up to those
movements seeking social eq-
uity if they want that future to
be equitable, Including them-
selves in the climate move-
. ment will create alliances that
challenge both the dirty energy
system and the patriarchal
economy, Making the gender /
environment connection will
ensure positive solutions to the
climate crisis that restore the
planet and lift women up at the
'same time.
\
Obama Change
SARAWEANER
COLUMNIST
This relationship has been
widely accepted throughout
America since the beginning of
the presidential campaign, Yet
there are those who contend
that our new president is
tackling too many problems
at once at the expense of our
biggest concern: the state of
the economy, If he were to
. defer the other great concerns
that this country faces, I would
have to draw a slash through
that equal sign between the
words "Obama" and "change."
Of course Obama must
address the dire conditions of
America's banks and unem-
ployment levels as priorities,
He has already begun with an
extremely hefty $7B7 billion
stimulus package that will
hopefully generate improve-
ment soon, But to say that
Obama is becoming side-
tracked from improving the
economy as he deals with
other problems is to neglect
the fact that each of these
political issues are interrelated
and must be seen as a huge
web of causality,
Obama, as promised, has
already begun to work toward
a healthier environment as
he is encouraging cleaner and
more efficient technology,
To do this, $39 billion of the
stimulus package has been
given to the Department of En-
ergy, and $20 billion has been
allocated to tax incentives for
clean energy. Further environ-
mental research in the fields
of science and technology will
provide countless new jobs,
thus stimulating the economy,
Therefore spending money on
environmental developments
contributes to the improve-
ment of the country's financial
wellbeing, Another concern
that Obama has rightfully at-
tended to is American educa-
tion, as he is proposing to
provide more grants to college-
bound students, This affects
the economy, as more families
will be better equipped to send
their kids to college,
The environment and
education in relation to the
economy exemplify how the
current issues of our country
are intertwined, I applaud
Obama for acknowledging the
multifaceted problems of this
country, With a widespread
outlook and plan, Obama truly
can equal change,
•
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Pallas a la Brasa is another
one of New London's hidden
treasures. This traditional
Peruvian restaurant offers
authentic dishes. Finding
Pollo.a la Brasa was an
adventure in itself due to
my great sense of direction.
After a long conversation in
Spanglish with the owner of
the restaurant, we were finally
able to find it. When entering
the restaurant, I was surprised
by how small and empty it
was. The ambiance was also
too bright and a bit tacky with
fake flowers, cafeteria looking
tables, and paper place mats.
As we were later to find out,
the food and friendly service
with out a doubt overpowered
the material things. It was
noticeably clean and offered a'
casual setting. There was no
music in the background but .
instead a soccer game was on
TV. I got the feeling this quiet
restaurant could become very
rowdy depending on the soccer
game. This may be the one and
only time when reservations
are necessary.
We were seated right away
by a lovely waitress who
returned shortly with our
RACINE OXTOBY
. CONTRIBUTOR
More than twenty years
after the original graphic novel
was first published by Alan
Moore and eight months after
the teaser trailer was first
shown before The Dark Knight,
Watchmen has finally hit the
big screens. Has it lived up to
the massive hype?
Watchmen is based on the
celebrated graphic novel
--
--------...."---.--
written by Alan Moore, who
also wrote the V For Vendetta
and the From Hell comics, and
illustrated by Dave Gibbons.
Moore has had terrible
experiences with Hollywood
in the past (The League of
Extraordinary Gentlemen
movie, anyone?) and he has
vehemently denied to be
associated with the movie in
anyway, so his name never
appears anywhere in the
credits. It's a shame that he's
come to resent Hollywood so
much (although, really, who
can blame him?), as Watchmen
has to be the most faithful
adaption of his work yet.
Divided into a twelve issues,
Watchmen tells the story
of superheroes who were
forced into retirement. It is
an alternate universe, where
America has won the Vietnam
Latin Flavor
New London hideaway offers authentic dishes at a
reasonable price
menus and two sauces; a green
mild sauce called Huacatay and
a red hot sauce called Rocoto.
Unfortunately I was unable to
pry the ingredients of these
sauces out of our waitress. A
chef has to have secrets after
all! In any case, both sauces
were delectable. She smiled
and proceeded with the
specials in tentative English.
A couple of authentic dishes
recommended by the chef
War and Richard Nixon is
serving out his fourth term
as president. The retirees are
lonely, conflicted individuals
trying to forget a past when
they were considered heroes,
which proves difficult when
one of their own, the barbaric
Comedian, is murdered by an
unknown source. Thus begins
an enormous web of mysteries
as the remaining vigilantes
- Rorschach, Nite Owl II, Silk
Spectre II, Ozymandias, and
.c the only real superman of the
~ bunch, Dr. Manhattan - work
E together to discover a darker
.g explanation than they had ever
(J) expected.
-5 The movie remainss:a. incredibly faithful throughout,
from the tiniest of prop details
to the outfits the characters
wear. The cast as a whole
is great. Jackie Earle Haley
dons Batman's growl and
Clint Eastwood's fury for his
role of the uncompromising
Rorschach and Billy Crudup
dissolves into his tragic
characterization as the soft-
spoken, blue, and often stark
naked Dr. Manhattan. Jeffrey
Dean Morgan's Comedian
seems to have jumped out of
the pages - his performance
is top-notch. Patrick Wilson
and Malin Akerman were both
excellent in their portrayals of
Nite Owl II and Silk Spectre II,
respectively. My only problem
in the cast seemed to be with
Matthew Goode's Ozymandias,
as he was far too obvious of
a character here, whereas in
the comic he was played off as
much more subtle. The best
part of the cast is that they're
mostly-unknown character
actors, as opposed to big-name
celebrities who would have
taken the audience out of the
film's illusion (Tom Cruise,
Jude Law, and Robin Williams
. have all been connected with
the movie in the past).
I also had problems with
Who Watches The Watchtnen?
Zach Snyder's Watchmen is not your average superhero movie
where Bistec al Pobre, Lomo
Saltado, Ceviche Misto, and
[alea. We ordered the Bistec al
Pobre and the Lomo Saltado.
They were so delicious that
I barely even used the spicy
sauces, even though I am an
avid hot sauce fan.
My dish was the Bistec
al Pobre. This main course
consisted of fried steak with
plantains, an onion and tomato'
medley toped on the steak
and white rice covered by two
fried eggs on the side. The
beef was perfectly cooked:
salty and savory. The onion-
tomato medley on the steak
gave just the right amount of
kick without overpowering
the meat. The sweet plantains
found on the rim of the oval
dish where served 'warm,
slightly crispy on the outside,
and subtle on the inside. This
was a perfect addition to the
.0 meal because the sweet fruits
~ cut the saltiness of the dish.
E According to our waitress,
,g the Lorna Saltado was the most
.9 Peruvian dish on the menu.
,g Lomo is the back cut of thea.
animal. This dish consisted
of strips of beef, French fries
rich in flavor, sliced onions and
cubed tomatoes, all of which
were mixed together with a
side of white rice. This dish
may look messy but it is in fact
outstanding, releasing a burst
of miscellaneous flavors all at
once! The prices were modest
but the portions definitely
were not!
Since Pollos a la Brasa caters
to such a small community, its
working hours are unusual:
Closed on Mondays, open until
8:00pm on weekdays, and
9:00pm on weekends. Two
things to keep in mind: 1) they
do not accept credit cards and
2) they do not serve alcoholic
beverages. Although this little
dive may not look like much,
the chef definitely knows how
to keep his clientele coming
back for more. A simple
Peruvian home-cooked meal
is his secret. So if you are
looking for a quick, cheap,
and delicious meal. Pollos a la
Brasa is the place to go!
those who have yet to check
the book and/or the movie out,
but for those who know that
I'm talking about: the original
ending looks awesome on
page, but on the big screen,
special effects may not have
been able to save it from
looking fake and ridiculous. I
am not, however, giving Snyder
points for upping the gore
level. Sometimes it adds to
the tension, like Silk Spectre II
breaking the arm of a would-
be mugger in an alleyway, but
other times I can't help but feel
like Snyder was just thinking
to himself, "Well, the movie is
already getting an R rating ...
let's have a shot of guts
dripping from the ceiling."
Those unfamiliar to the
original source may find
themselves confused and
restless (the movie nears
three hours in length, and
the DVD is guaranteed to be
longer). This isn't your average
superhero story. There are no
Wayne Manors or Fortresses
of Solitude (although
Ozyrnandias's Antarctic
fortress is pretty impressive).
The bad guys don't have plans
of world domination (the
bad guy's plan is far more
disturbing than that). Don't
even get me started on how
utterly depressing the ending
is.
Fans, however, will rejoice.
The movie is a visual tour
de force. The opening
credit montage, perfectly
accompanied by Bob Dylan's
"The Times They Are
a-Changin'," is a work of art in
itself. Like it or not, Snyder's
vision was the best out there:
he knew what the fans wanted,
and he eagerly gave it to them.
I cannot wait for the DVD
to come out, as Snyder has
promised to include the parts
of the novel which were forced
to be cut.
Fans of the novel will quickly
fall in love with the movie, but
if you're not familiar with the
story, I recommend reading the
book first.
the trailers naming director
Zach Snyder as "visionary."
He's not visionary, he's just
incredibly devoted. Don't
get me wrong, that's a great
thing to be, especially with as
delicate a story as Watchmen.
If Watchmen was going to be
directed by anyone, I would
have chosen a die-hard fan
of the source material any
day over someone randomly
assigned for the job.
And here is where we hit a
real conflict. Snyder directed
each scene with such precision
that it looked almost like the
pages had come to life. While
this was breathtaking, it didn't
really give the actors any
space to flesh their characters
out. However, if Snyder had
diverged away from the
original plot too much, fans
would have been outraged that
Snyder wasn't being faithful
enough. So, in a way, Snyder
could never win.
I'll give Snyder points for the
updated ending. I really liked
how it was played out, given
the circumstances. I'm trying
not to give the ending away for
sources: Watchmen movie
(dir. Zach Snyder); Watchmen
graphic novel (Alan Moore,
Dave Gibbons)
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"Talk Radio" Talks Wonders
•
SARAH WEISS
CONTRIBUTOR
receiving phone was connected
to speakers on Barry's desk
so the audience could hear
the callers. This technology
was not without technical
difficulties, such as when the
phone died more than halfway
through opening night. Luckily,
thanks to some ingenious
improv by the on-stage actors,
audience members were none
the wiser.
The small-stage production
of "Talk Radio" was highly
successful, and those unable
to attend missed out on
one of the most impressive
performances of the semester.
The Pulitzer-Prize
nominated play "Talk Radio"
was performed this weekend
on campus. The play, written
by Eric Bogosian, is about
a radio talk show host,
Barry Champlain and his
controversial views on life. The
entire play takes place during
Barry's broadcast on the night
he learns that his show is going
to be broad casted nationally ..
Various comical, delusional
and even hostile people call
into the show on Barry's big
night. Metro Broadcasting,
a multimedia corporation,
decided to take on "Night
Talk with Barry Champlain"
and Barry needs to impress
"the suits" with his callers.
The play explores the life of
Barry Champlain and the
characters around him, such
as Stu his call operator, Dan his
station manager, and Linda,
his coworker and on-and-off
girlfriend.
Under the first-time
direction of Matt Gentile '12,
the cast of "Talk Radio" put on
a humorous and enthralling
performance. The play starred
Patrick Corbett '09 who
brought energy and passion
to the cynical role of Barry
Champlain. On-stage credits
also go to Nate Lovitt '11, Ben
Cheung '12, Madeleine Murray
'12 and freshman David Ma
'12.
Along with these on-stage
actors, the play featured off-
stage voices with "the callers"
- who stayed downstairs in
the Green Room belowPalmer
202 during each performance.
As they spent the entire play
on the phone waiting for their
parts, they only appeared once
at the end for curtain call. The
Patrick Corbett '09 piles on the attitude as Barry Champlain, a bitter and conflicted shock
.joek on the brink of national stardom.
The Vagina Monologues
This year's production, held
in Evans Hall in Cummings, '
was produced by Meghan
Nashban '09 and co-directed
by Nashban, Elly Berke '09,
Erin Davey '10, Claire Cook '09,
and Emily Lake '11.
The cast, who call them-
selves "VaginaWarriors," fea-
tured over forty students from
every grade.
Every year, Conn's produc-
tion of The Vagina Monologues
works to bring awareness
to women's issues, both on
campus and internationally.
The profit made from the two
weekend shows are going
to the Women's Center of
Southeastern Connecticut, to
help staff the emergency safe
house, and are also helping to
aid women in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo as part
of the V-Day Spotlight Fund.
RACINE OXTOBY
CONTRIBUTOR
Out of all of the events en-
joyed during our years at Conn,
there are a few we can depend
on every year. One of them is
The Vagina Monologues, which
has been performed annually
for the past six years.
Written by Eve Ensler,
the play features a number
of monologues, which are
taken from interviews of actual
women who were asked about
their vaginas.
The play is funny, surpris-
ing, and powerful all at once,
celebrating the strength and
independence of women
everywhere. The monologues
honestly and controversially
tackle any topic related to the
vagina, including rape, birth,
and pubic hair.
J
The five directors of "The Vagina Monologues": (L-R) Emily Lake, Claire Cook,
Megan Nashban, Elly Berke, and Erin Davey
The large cast of "The Vagina. Monologues" gathers for a group photo after another excellent performance last weekend .
•
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Men's Lax Opens Season With Gusto
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
should show as the season
develops.
The team has received nu-
merous strong performances
in the beginning of the season,
especially from Ryan Hayes
'11 and Ben Eischen '09. Hayes
collected two goals and two
assists in an overtime loss to
McDaniel College earlier this
season. Eischen also contrib-
uted two goals and an assist in
the victory over Salve Regina.
Sophomore midfielder Eric
Doran has also had consis-
tently solid performances in
the past seven games. His hard
work and hustle makes every-
one around him better and
Coach Cornell refers to him as
the "unsung hero of the team:'
The Camel's have been bat-
tling though injuries but still
have managed to wipe out
SalveRegina University 15- 5
and Clark University 17-2: In
the Salve Regina game, sopho-
more Rob Walsh had a break
out performance with five
goals and an assist, Although
the men fell 0-3 to top NESCAC
competition, Coach Cornell is
optimistic about the rest of
the season, "I really believe we
can be one of the better teams
in the NESCACbut we've let
games slip away, Statistically,
we've controlled every game
but one but our shooting has
really let us down. On the
bright side, despite missing
impact players for a lot of OUI"
games, we've still been in ev-
ery game and should probably
be 5-1 right now," The Camels
get their next chance to prove
themselves against the Bow-
doin Polar Bears on March 28.
Sophomore Ryan Hayes races for a ground ball against Babson March 25 (above). (Farther
above) The Camels swarming defense made it difficult for Babson to get anything going
and the Beavers eventually fell 22-5 to the Camels.
Women's Lax H-as-High Hopes for
The Season
Samma Is National
Triple Jump Champion
Goalie Jenna Ross prepares to clear the ball.during practice. Ross received All-NESCAC
Second· Team honors last year and will look to build upon that performance during the
upcoming season.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
women's lacrosse team has the
potential to be a fierce NESCAC
competitor more than teams in
the past.
The 2009 Camei women's
lacrosse team roster is com-
posed of almost as many
freshmen as upperclassmen.
With such a young team some
may wonder how Connecticut
College can measure up to the
experienced rosters of other
NESCACteams. Head coach,
Heather McClelland says, "We
have a lot of talent on the team
this year. The challenge for us
has been getting the freshmen
and upperclassmen to mesh
and work together as a unit,
especially on our attacking
end. It has also challenged our
upperclassmen to step up their
leadership, and we have had
some good progress there."
Corning back from a Spring
Training trip in Claremont
California, the Camels seemed
to be getting more confident
in their skills. After a tough
loss against Middlebury on
March 21 (19-6) it was evident
however,that the team still had
some work to do.
With their return from
spring break, the Lady Camels
will have their first full week of
practice since the preseason.
Hopefully, they will be able to
focus on improving their over-
all play before three consecu-
tive NESCACgames against
Bowdoin, Williams, and Bates.
Coach McClelland has a great
amount of faith in her team
and believes that if all the play-
ers focus on their individual
goals, there is no doubt that
the Camel team will take the
NESCACby surprise. "We are
focused on each game as it
comes, but overall, we are set-
ting our sites on the NESCAC
tournament - something that
the team has moved closer and
closer to achieving the past
three years."
Alex Samma covered a distance of 49 feet, 5 'h Inches
to win the NCAA Division III Triple Jump Championship
March 15. He is the first Connecticut College athlete to do
so since 2004.
l
\
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in the eight years that I have
coached the women's basket-
ball team that I didn't want to
come to work because I loved
my job and Ienjoying work-
ing with the players ...It is sad
to say goodbye to a game I
truly love ...[but] I am looking
forward to my new career as
there is so much more I can
do now ...Yes, it will be strange
not to be on the sidelines after
coaching my entire life, but I
want what is best for the team
and will fully support the pro-
gram as we all move forward:'
Fran Shields, Director of
Athletics and Chair of the
Physical Education Depart-
ment, is currently conducting
a national search for Hunger-
ford's successor. According
to Shields, since the job was
posted less than three weeks
ago, the College has already
received "over 50" applications
for the opening.
.The position will be filled by
july 1of this year, and, con-
sidering the high application
numbers, it looks to be a very
competitive process.
Although it is sad to see
Coach Hungerford go, the Lady
Camels appear to be heading
in the right direction. The team
is young and talented, and a
new coach with a new dlrec,
tion could yield very positive'
results in the near future.
SPORTS
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Men's Lax Opens
Season With Gusto
Dachille ties school record with an
eight-goal outburst
I
MARISSA DEMAIS
STAFF WRITER
The Connecticut College
men's lacrosse team domi-
nated Babson College 22-5
Wednesday afternoon in front
of an enthusiastic crowd on
Freeman Field. The blowout
was fueled by junior captain
Steve Dachilie's eight-goal
performance, tying a school
record. Dachilie has been
outstanding in the Camel's past
seven games, tallying 22 goals
and four assists.
The significant victory is a
true reflection of the Camel's
hard work in the preseason.
Their schedule included six am,
practices and required them
to dedicate a lot of time in the
weight room and on the field.
They also traveled to Penn-
sylvania over spring break to
gain experience against new
competition. Led by cap-
tains Steve Dachilie '10, Sean
Driscoll '10, Brendan Moses
'09 and Ben Stahl '09 their
dedication on and off the field
SEE MEN'S LAX PAGE 11
Hungerford Steps Down After Eight
Seasons With Lady Camels
Coach led team to a 7-65 record within the NESCAC
MIKE FLINT
STAFF WRITER
shirts 'and pink shoe-laces.
"Everyone knows someone
whose life has been touched
by cancer,"Hungerford said
at the 'Pink Out: "We want to
do something to help those in
need and raise awareness in
our community."
Hungerford also stressed
the importance of hard work
off the court to her players.
"My true goal was to coach
the team and help my play-
ers become better basketball
"Despite her not so stellar
record on the court, Hunger-
ford was well known for the
leadership she
displayed off of it:'
players," Hungerford said, "but
also great human beings and
role models in our society:' The
Lady Camels finished 19 in the
nation on the WBCA Division
IIIAcademic Honor Roll this
past summer with an average
team GPAof 3.40, and have
been ranked as high as seventh
in the country as recent as a
few years ago.
Now that she 'is stepping
aside, Hungerford is sad to
leave coaching behind, but is
excited about where the future
may lead her.
"There hasn't been a day
On March 11 Connecticut
College announced that Laura
Hungerford, head coach of
the women's basketball team,
is stepping down from her
position on july 1after eight
. seasons with the Lady Camels.
She will remain at the College,
however, through the 2009-10
academic year as a part of the
physical education department
Hungerford came to Con-
necticut College in 2001 after
five years at the Rochester
Institute of Technology where
she was awarded Empire Eight
Conference Coach of the Year
in 2000-01. After her arrival in
New London, Hungerford led
the Camels to a 65-121 overall
record, while going 7-65 in the
NESCAC.
Despite her not so stellar
record on the-court, Hunger-
ford was well known for the
leadership she displayed off
of it. She worked within both
the NESCACand the Women's
Basketball Coaches Associa-
tion (WBCAl to promote breast
cancer awareness. On Febru-
ary 5, 2008 the Lady Camels
collaborated with the WBCA
to dedicate the Camels' game
against the Coast Guard to the
"Think Pink" foundation by
having both teams wear pink
Frisbee Team Experiences Limited Success
During Spring Break Tournament
KATHERINE SARTIANO
STAFF WRITER
Over spring break, the men's
and women's Frisbee teams
went on their annual trip to
Georgia's jekyll Island for their
first Frisbee tournament of the
spring season. From March 14
. until the 21 the teams compet-
ed against other college Fris-
bee teams and after three days
of matches, the men's a-team,
also known as Dasetn, went
4-4 and tied for eleventh out of
twenty-nine teams, The men's
b-team came in fifth out of
nine teams, and the women's
team tied for twentieth out of
twenty-three teams.
In recent years, Dasein has-
had impressive runs at the
tournament, corning in second
in both 2006 and 2007, and
tying for eighth last year.
Even though the team was
not quite as successful as past
years, the trip was, in general,
a very positive experience.
Team captain Tom Ruppel
said, "Overall the trip went
really well. Everyone had a
great time and it was a good
experience for everyone on
the teams;' adding that the
weather was, "sunny and
eighty all week and the fields.
were in great condition."
One factor contributing to
the teams limited success was
a stomach bug that surrepti-
tiously snuck its away around
the team. Senior Jon Franklin
was the first to succumb to the
bug. Franklin, who doubles as
the team's president, missed
the first full-day of games and
wasn't at 100% the whole
week. Fellow senior John Nor-
ris was the next to catch the
bug. He missed the second day
of competition, a day in which
Dasein went 1-2. And finally,
on the last full-day of competi-
tion sickness sidelined both
Eric Dooley- Feldman and Zack
Nagler leaving the team
very thin.
Any success the men's a-'
team did have this year can
be credited to Tyler Dunham
'09, john Norris '09 and jonah
Guerin '11, all of whom had
excellent contributions to both
the offense and the defense
throughout the week.
Dasein has even more
tournaments to look forward
to this season. On March 28,
the team competes in the Yale
Cup, which should be a difficult
competition considering that
Yale came in first in the men's
a-team bracket at the competi-
tion in Georgia. Following the
Yale tournament the team will
compete in the University of
Rhode Island Home Tourna-
ment, the South New England
Sectionals, Lemony Fresh
Tournament and a tournament
run by Stonehill College.
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Women's Lax Has High Hopes for the Season
SARAH HAUGHEY
STAFF WRITER
The Connecticut College
women's lacrosse team of-
ficially started their season
on Saturday March 7 with a
conference game against Trin-
ity College. With nine players
still suiting up for the women's
hockey playoffs, the rookie
Camels struggledto match-up
against the Bantams, eventu-
ally losing 18-9 ..
When it was time to play
Roger Williams University the
following Wednesday, the Lady
Camels had regained their
numbers with the return of
eight hockey players. After only
practicing as a full team for
~
Tri-Captain Emily Mason scans the field for an
open teammate.
two days, the Camels struggled
to gain confidence and chem-
istry during the game. Never-
theless, the Camels defeated
Roger Williams 7 -4.
"There is no doubt, however,
that this year's Connecticut
College women's lacrosse
team has the potential to be
a fierce NESCAC competitor
more than teams in the past."
On Saturday March 14, the
Lord jeffs of Amherst College
stepped onto the New London
turf without taking the Camels
seriously. The Camels how-
ever, came out strong and took
the #2 ranked Lord jeffs by
surprise.
Going into the second half
the scored was all tied up at
three goals apiece. Connectt-
cut College gained a two-goal
advantage and it looked as
though the Camels would
finally end their recent-history
of losses against Amherst.
Mid-way through the second
half though, the Lord jeffs were
able to capitalize on dropped
passes by the Camels, and
they scored four goals in five
minutes.
Although it was a close game,
the Lord jeffs once again de-
feated the Camels, 8-6. There
is no doubt, however, that this
year's Connecticut College
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